
Battle Machines: Day 1

Machines: 

Parts of a machine

Machines?

using will be your own energy or that of an electric motor.

Example

CHASSIS- This is the most important 

part of any machine!  The chassis keeps 

everything together like the skeleton in 

your body.  If the chassis is weak, then 

everything will break and not stay 

together.  So it needs to be strong and 

sturdy!  The chassis comes in many 

one we will be building in class will be 

rectangular.

Simple rectangular chassis

Plates- Help keep the long 

pieces held together.  Use plates 

on the bottom and top for an 

extra sturdy chassis.

Extended rectangular chassis

If you are engineering a long chassis and 

connecting more pieces together, make 

sure you add support pieces and/or plates 

over the joints to the top and bottom.

Joint- where 2 or more pieces meet.  It 

usually forms a line.  If you don’t support the 

joint, the chassis will be weak and break.

LEVER-

After you have a strong chassis, you can now add more parts to your machine.  Lets add some levers!

The lever arm also has to be 

strong like the chassis, so we use 

plates at the joints.

A lever is simply an arm that rotates and moves and it can 

help us do things.  A teeter-totter in the playground is a 

simple design that you can use for your project.  For the 

lever design below, make sure that the axle will move along 

with the arm.

The axle is used with a brick with a “cross” 

in the middle so the arm and axle will 

turn together.

Can you design a simple machine to lift up a weight?

Pull

Weight
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Pass out this weeks worksheets
- Pass out worksheet 1 and read through it with the 
students.

Questions:
Can you name some machines that you use every-
day? examples: pencil sharpener, washing machine,
drill.

Challenge 1 - Individual build
-Engineer a machine that can lift up a small weight.  Must utilize a lever system.

Challenge 2 - Individual build
-lift up a heavy weight.

Engineering with LEGO Bricks
Brain Builders Educational Programs

Challenge 3 Ultimate Challenge - Individual build
-Who can lift up the heaviest weight.

Introduction:  Introduce class, Battle Ma-
chines.  You will be learning about machines 
and how they work.  And then we will have 
challenges such as our battle tops and battle 
tank challenge!

Before you can design an awesome machine we 
have to learn what makes a machine a machine.

Show the students your example and the 
different parts that make it work and why 
it is strong.

Challenge:  Engineer a machine with levers 
like the example that can lift up a weight 
without breaking.


